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Student Safety Survey

Please respond to the following questions so that your teacher can create an environment that is supportive of 
all class members when we address current practices of disability selective abortion and historical atrocities such 
as American slavery and the Irish potato famine. You will note that this survey is anonymous and you are not 
asked to share your name or identity. Please take additional care not to reveal your identity in the content of 
your answers.

Note: Please be aware that all teacher are considered “mandatory reporters” and are required to report any 
instances of neglect or abuse that are shared by students to the proper authority.

1.    How are you in dealing with sensitive topics such as the Holocaust, slavery, genocide, the marginalization 
       of people, and the systematic elimination of people? When we study topics like this, what can your 
      teacher do to make studying them work better for you? (For example, “Let me use text to learn about it 
      instead of watching a video.”)

2.    When faced with seemingly insurmountable or overwhelmingly difficult situations how do you feel?

           Motivated to make a change

           Overwhelmed and paralyzed

           Other

3.    How would you explain systematic violence?

 

4.    I know someone who has been affected by systemic violence?

           Yes - myself

           Yes - someone close to me

           Yes - someone I know

           No

           I am not sure
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5.    What I need to feel fully supported engaging in discussion about these sensitive topics of systematic  
      violence is: (please share your input)

6.    How would you explain disability?

7.    I know someone who has a disability.

           Yes - myself

           Yes - someone close to me

           Yes - someone I know

           No

           I am not sure

8.    How would you explain abortion?

9.    How would you explain disability service?

10. Questions I have about abortion/disability selective abortion are (please indicate any that it would 
      help to have answered):
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11.  I know someone who has been affected by abortion/disability selective abortion.

           Yes - someone close to me

           Yes - someone I know

           No

           I am not sure

12.  The phrase that best describes how I will feel about discussing abortion/disability selective abortion is:

           I will feel very uncomfortable doing this

           I will feel uncomfortable doing this

           I feel a little uncomfortable doing this

           I will not feel uncomfortable doing this

           Other

13.  What I need to feel fully supported engaging in discussion about abortion/disability selective abortion is  
       (please share your input):

14.  Please share anything else you would like me to know. Take care in writing your response as it may make  
       you identifiable (not anonymous).
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